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a note about terms

Our combined experience and clients include banks, credit unions, and CDFIs, and we 
will use the more general term ‘customer’ to refer to consumers you do business with 
rather than the more specific ‘member’ that the credit union industry uses. 

When referring to businesses you work with, we will use the term ‘client’, which denotes 
more of an advisory relationship, which we would argue should almost always be the 
goal in financial services.

We urge the reader to consider this advice in the appropriate context for his or her own 
company, regardless of our terminology. 
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introDuction

We’ve been working with community financial institutions (credit unions, 
community banks, and CDFIs) collectively for over 13 years, and we 
believe we are in the midst of a permanent change that fundamentally 
affects how business is done: to compete in today’s market, community 
financial institutions need to shift their thinking to be Digital First.

Digital First: Instead of considering your digital brand 
experience an extension of your in-person customer 
experience, think of your digital experience as the 
hub of your brand. 

A dizzying array of new technologies have emerged in the last decade—mobile 
banking, remote check capture, online budgeting tools, and many more—but don’t 
confuse all the new tactics with the fundamental change: your brand now lives online. 
This isn’t about a new tool that moves a set of customer interactions outside of the 
branch, such as ATMs. This is about a fundamental shift: the vast majority of customer 
touchpoints now happen in the digital space. Unless you design how these touchpoints 
fit together, you will cripple your ability to attract, engage, and grow customers.

Digital Branding: your brand is what you stand for, 
an essential asset in an industry where trust drives 
every decision. Branding is the sum total of all the 
experiences customers have with you, and these 
experiences are primarily occurring online.

Community financial institutions have a unique opportunity to be nimble, personal, 
relevant, and connected if they think Digital First—and if they do so, they will make 
substantial gains with current and new customers against “big banks.”

So what’s a forward-thinking community financial institution supposed to do to 
capitalize on this change? Read on ...
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chapter 1  Overview: Individual Consumers

The world has gone digital, and so have your customers. As new “digital only” 
models like Simple—an online bank that advertises itself as the “worry-free alternative 
to traditional banking”—become more popular, a new generation of customers has few 
expectations of ever using a branch, and older generations are developing new 
habits. This means that a community financial institution’s traditional differentiator of 
high touch, in-person service must be moved to a high touch, digital service approach.

How can you compete with “digital only” banks and traditional banks with much 
greater resources? The harsh reality is that a service-oriented community financial 
institution will fail unless your commitment to service is also felt in every digital 
interaction. Fortunately for you, this is also where the opportunity lies. The sweet spot 
for community financial institutions is at the intersection of your unique community 
differentiators, compelling and consistent digital touchpoints, and in-person service. 
No “digital only” bank or traditional bank can match all three of these differentiators. 

Take a look at our client, Trailhead Credit Union, which has rebranded around the 
emerging creative class in Portland, Oregon, and has prioritized their web presence and 
digital experience to attract their tribe. Since launching their new brand presence and 
integrated digital experience, Trailhead has attracted more members in the last year than 
in the previous three years, and has grown loan volume by 20% in the same time. But 
Trailhead’s commitment to digital experience goes well beyond their website—it extends 
to every member digital touchpoint.

Myth: “digital branding” is as simple as having a 
good website because that’s most people’s first 
impression—it’s never as simple as that. 

The website is the starting point and the hub around which your communication 
efforts center, but don’t forget about the spokes that connect to it:

• Email
• Online banking tools
• Mobile (including apps)
• Social media
• Review websites 
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All of these items need to work together seamlessly to attract, engage, and grow your 
customer relationships.

How can you see what your customers are seeing? As the saying goes, “you can’t read 
the label from inside the bottle.” To effectively “get out of the bottle,” we need to look at 
the entire customer journey for consistency and opportunities to deepen the relationship.

the 3 stages of the customer Journey

 1. Attract: Creating Relationships

 2. Engage: Transactional Touchpoints

 3. Grow: Relevant Offers and Referrals

We’ll examine each of these in the next three chapters.

CBC

contact us For More inForMation

If you’d like to chat with us and explore how these concepts and strategies 
apply in your company’s unique situation, we’re happy to talk shop with 
you and share our thoughts. Just drop us a line or give us a call any time. 
PixelSpoke provides:

• Digital First brand strategy
• Website redesign
• Optimization of digital touchpoints, including responsive mobile websites, 

email marketing, and marketing automation.

Pixelspoke
 (800) 620-0307  •  www.pixelspoke.com  •  cameron@pixelspoke.com
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chapter 2 Attract: Creating Relationships

Most of the industry thinks of Stages 2 and 3 (Daily Transactions and Relevant 
Offers) when they think of digital, but the average banking customer uses at least 11 
different digital sources of information before making a decision—and this is from a study 
conducted in 2011! 1

Consumers are finding many options that offer largely the same products and 
services, delivered in the same manner (“commoditization”), and are having a difficult time 
making a decision between so many similar options. As a result, they are consciously or 
subconsciously trying to identify which of the options feels like the best “fit” for them. 

Google built an entire research project around understanding what consumers do 
before they contact a company, calling it the Zero Moment of Truth (ZMOT). The ZMOT 
is different than the traditional “stimulus” when an advertisement makes a consumer 
aware of a product or service, and is usually encountered online through searches, 
review websites, blogs, or other similar sources.

Here’s a simple way to see what your ZMot looks like.

1. Search for “[your name]“ 
2. Search for “[your name] reviews” 
3. Search for “Best [location] credit union/ community bank“  
4. Search for “credit union / community bank reviews”

there are three questions consumers ask themselves 
before they decide to do anything:

1. Will this save me money? 
2. Will this save me time? 
3. Will this improve my life? 

If your potential customers can’t answer these three questions in your 
ZMOT, there’s a good chance they’ll be contacting someone else.
 

1 http://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/research-studies/2011-winning-zmot-ebook.html - Figure 5-1, page 38 
Consider that email marketers are usually happy when 30% of their audience opens an email, and ecstatic 
when 40% open them, but transactional emails are often opened at 60%, 70%, or higher.
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chapter 3 Engage: Transactional Touchpoints

Most customers of financial institutions interact with that brand every day: through 
mobile apps, online banking, online bill pay, and more. How well are these different 
touchpoints harmonized? Do you use them as opportunities to show them what you 
stand for and the value that you provide to your customers? 

One easy example of this is automated email reminders, such as a monthly e-statement 
reminder. These sorts of transactional emails that a business uses for routine tasks like 
reminders or notifications can be a goldmine.

The New York Public Library increased email subscriptions by 52.8% by optimizing their 
reminder emails about library book due dates. Are you missing similar options to grow 
your marketing email list? Or to cross-sell and up-sell relevant products? 

chapter 4 Grow: Relevant Offers and Referrals 

We have noticed that community financial institutions often focus on the importance 
of attracting new customers, but then forget about how important it is increase the 
number of products per customer.

“The easiest sale you’ll ever make is to the customer 
you’ve already got.” - Anonymous

Key questions for growing your customer relationships:

• Do you have a complete email list of your customer base?

• Are you using technology to regularly engage with your customers to Tell The 
Story about why you are relevant to them? 

• Do you provide content of value to customers in your email and social media 
communications beyond just specific promotions? 

• When our customers engage with us for a new product, do we use technology 
to thoughtfully follow up with them about the next most likely product they will 
need to achieve their goals? For example, if you are selling auto loans, you want to 
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make sure they know about checking accounts since you’d like the auto loans to be 
deducted from their checking account automatically. A sales culture is not about 
selling products at every interaction, it’s about thoughtfully helping people to 
get the right products.

a powerful tool to generate ideas to grow your customer 
relationships is an activity we call the customer Journey. 
this activity is meant to answer three critical questions:

 1. What are our customers doing?

 2. What are they feeling?

 3. What would make a difference in their lives?

2 http://www.marketingexperiments.com/blog/general/email-newsletter-boost.html

Customer Journey
Brainstorm

© 2014 PixelSpoke. All rights reserved.

What are
they doing?

TouchpointsTouchpoints

What are
they feeling?

EmotionsEmotions

What would make
a difference?

ImprovementsImprovements
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You will be amazed at how quickly you can escape the commodity mindset that many 
marketers often default to. We often hear the complaint that “no one wants to listen 
to us.” That’s wrong. Your customers would love to hear from you...if you want to talk 
to them about things that are relevant to their needs, hopes, fears, and dreams. And 
you can’t do that unless you have really gotten inside their heads, not just looked at 
demographic data on who they are.

Think of USAA. They consistently rank at the top of customer satisfaction surveys 
because of their laser-like focus on members of the U.S. military and their family 
members, all the while selling a very commoditized set of products. USAA customers 
feel an incredibly strong sense of alignment between who they are and what the USAA 
brand stands for, creating a level of brand loyalty and engagement rarely seen in the 
financial services industry. 

chapter 5 Attracting and Engaging Businesses

While all of the techniques discussed for consumers are relevant for the community 
financial institution that wants to attract businesses, there are some critical differences. 
While many consumers can make a decision primarily on emotion, all businesses must 
have a strong rational justification for any decision. The gold standard in business clients 
is the trusted advisor relationship. As one of my friends likes to say, “there is no greater 
compliment than when our clients start asking us to do things we don’t do.” This only 
happens when your clients decide that they trust you to help guide their business in the 
right direction, not just to provide basic commodity services. 

Over the last three years, my firm has conducted extensive original research on 
small and midsize companies in a project called The State of the Business Owner. Over 
4,000 businesses have participated, and we have received a goldmine of information 
about their financials, their level of financial sophistication, and their needs from their 
financial institution.

Many financial institutions are in the dark about the realities of running a small or 
midsize company. Coming from a world of 35-page annual budgets, the idea that a 
company owner would not know the difference between their income statement and 
balance sheet, or have a budget of any kind, is often inconceivable to loans officers. 
Consider the following research about small and midsize businesses from our study ...

• 81% said budgeting is important or very important to their business
• 67% said that inconsistent cashflow negatively impacts their business
• 31% take over 15 days to get their financial statements for the previous month
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And this is precisely the biggest opportunity that a community financial institution has 
with their business clients: create a trusted advisor relationship by speaking to them in 
the language that they use about finance, and help to make recommendations to opti-
mize their business’s financial performance. Remember that the more successful your 
business clients are at managing their finances, the more profitable they will be to your 
financial institution as they keep growing and needing more products and services from 
you. One bank in Seattle went so far as to create an entire course called “Profit Mastery” 
around this concept,

There are two keys to use digital technology to make 
a difference with businesses.

Key #1 - courting business and establishing relationships

Your website has become a critical tool for reaching businesses. Unlike a face-to-face 
visit, or a phone call, both of which take time and carry the unpleasant stigma of high-
pressure sales tactics, a website can be evaluated anytime, anywhere. To become part 
of a business’s research process and get in the discussion early, talk specifically on your 
website about the kinds of businesses you help, what kinds of help you can provide, and 
offer to provide a consultation on their current financial position and how to improve it, 
not just sell them products.

Key #2 - building relationships

Convenience and good tools are critical for a business, but they are also expected in this 
day and age. Assuming you have good e-tools for business banking, the differentiator 
will come in the relationships you build with your clients. The critical technique here is to 
take a page from the standard business-to-business (B2B) sales playbook: have valuable 
content in the form of PDF downloads, online calculators, or other formats. This gives 
your loan officers a reason to stay engaged with your current clients, and they can also 
be shared with potential new clients as well. 
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chapter 6 Summary

For community financial institutions, digital branding and marketing is no 
longer secondary to in-person brand experiences. Today, brand development is about 
Digital First. Attracting, engaging and growing engaged, loyal brand relationships 
with consumers and businesses comes from knowing what your brand stands for, and 
building that brand with digital experiences as the hub.  

A high-touch, service-driven brand experience is still a viable differentiator for 
community financial institutions striving to break free from a commoditized financial 
services marketplace—but the strategies needed to achieve that have changed. 

The integration of all customer touchpoints—digital and in-person alike—into 
consistent messaging and visuals around your purpose, great customer service and 
relevant, contextual information about additional products and services they can benefit 
from is the key to success for community financial institutions who want to win in the 
21st century.

contact us For More inForMation

If you’d like to chat with us and explore how these concepts and strategies 
apply in your company’s unique situation, we’re happy to talk shop with 
you and share our thoughts. Just drop us a line or give us a call any time. 
PixelSpoke provides:

• Digital First brand strategy
• Website redesign
• Optimization of digital touchpoints, including responsive mobile websites, 

email marketing, and marketing automation.
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